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“Sales people move an economy of a nation. Someone could 

have invented the most amazing invention that is going to 

be a revolution for a planet, but that product goes nowhere 

unless someone sells it to someone else.”  

 

Michael Delaware, The Art of Sales Management: Lessons Learned 

on the Fly 

Not everyone shares Michael Delaware’s respect for sales people or Business 

Development Managers (BDMs). In my 20 years in recruitment, I’ve spent more time 

discussing, interviewing, assessing and coaching sales people than any other 

profession. There hasn’t been one working week in my career that I haven’t been 

searching for sales staff for clients, or speaking with them about how to get more out 

of the ones they have.  More than half of all the recruitment enquiries we receive 

from employers are for sales staff and BDMs. It seems that every company wants to 

find that person who will generate a steady stream of new business for their 

organization. 

That is a natural, and reasonable, desire of course. So why is it so difficult to find the 

people who can do this. and what can be done to make it easier?  

Lots of “below average” sales people have made a pretty good living by turning up 

for a year or so and then moving on before (or just after) they are “found out”. 

Fortunately for them, the supply of jobs and demand for sales staff means that 

there’s always another year-long haven for them somewhere. If you want to hire 

people that will make a difference to your business, hoping that the people you 

recruit will be good enough, isn’t good enough. You need to do things differently.  

I have recruited more than 500 sales staff and BDMs for companies in every industry 

– and for myself as a manager and business owner. This booklet is designed to share 

some of what I have learned and to help you hire better sales people for your 

business. This book refers specifically to recruiting “new business” sales people rather 

than account managers, who tend to look after existing customers, although much of 

the information still applies. 

Introduction 

https://bfpeople.com/
mailto:hello@bfpeople.com
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/7264014.Michael_Delaware
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/26153283
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/26153283
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The pre-recruitment process 
We all know the old saying about the link between poor planning and poor results. 

This applies to any recruitment campaign, particularly for sales staff, and yet I 

frequently meet clients who only have a vague notion about what they want – 

“someone who will get us more customers”. Like any process, if you know what 

you’re looking for you have a better chance of knowing when you’ve seen it. 

So think carefully about what you really need your sales staff to do and why anyone 

would want to work for your business. 

“When people believe in what you believe in, they work with 

their blood, sweat and tears. When they don’t believe in 

what you believe in, they work for your money.”  

Simon Sinek, Start With Why 

Do you want a pure “Hunter”, someone to knock on doors and close as many deals 

as possible, or would you benefit from more of a “Farmer”, who will sell through 

building relationships? There are pros and cons of each, but it’s crucial to understand 

your sales strategy to make the right decision.  

Be clear about your expectations from the role and how you’ll measure progress and 

manage performance. Are you only interested in generating turnover, or do you 

need to raise awareness of your business, product or service? Do you expect instant 

sales results? Or do you believe that the right activity and work ethic is a good sign 

that things might take longer but will work out?  

I’ve had too many conversations with employers who have hired sales people but are 

quickly disappointed with the results. You need to be realistic about what is 

achievable in your business sector in the current market conditions. And then have 

those expectations, targets and measuring mechanisms ready to discuss during the 

interview stage.  

Planning  

https://bfpeople.com/
mailto:hello@bfpeople.com
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You also need to consider whether you really need someone from your industry 

sector, or whether you believe sales skills can be transferred. I meet both extremes of 

course: some clients are adamant that only someone from their industry can do the 

job. Often this is because they believe that this is the quickest route to sales – 

someone from a competitor will have “live” contacts which bring opportunities. But 

these don’t always work out as well as expected. The buying cycle and process is 

more complex now than it was, and some sales people moving from one “best 

company in the business” to another can lack credibility. 

Think about the risks and benefits of hiring a great sales person from a related sector 

– where their learning curve may not be steep but where they can use their 

interpersonal skills, and mobilise their network, quickly to achieve results. It can work 

and I’ve seen it happen regularly – with the right mindset and the right support, 

people with no experience of a specific industry can achieve great sales results.  

 

Training and support 
Companies rarely train sales people any more. When I started my career, professional 

sales training was common place. Now, many companies prefer to let other 

employers train staff and then poach them, expecting them to perform straight out 

of the box. But everyone needs training – we can all do things better - so think hard 

about what you can do to offer development and support to make your new sales 

person even more effective. 

Related to this, you also need to be realistic about what resources and support you 

will offer your BDM. Is it simply a matter of giving them a phone and a desk and 

expecting them to get on with it? Or are you more geared to maintaining a CRM and 

exploiting social media, LinkedIn and networking to develop business?   

This is a crucial question and one which creates more misunderstanding and 

disappointment than most these days. There is much debate about whether cold-

calling or “social selling” is more effective. I meet business owners who want their 

sales people to make cold calls all day – but then complain about the number of 

sales calls they get from other organisations. Others want to take a softer approach, 

building awareness and relationships through social media initially – someone they 

view as a more direct sales person is unlikely to be a fit.  

There are no rights and wrongs with this – you should decide what works for you and 

your business – and then look to find the best skills and experience for your 

requirements. 

https://bfpeople.com/
mailto:hello@bfpeople.com
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Where will the BDM be based – at home or in the office? I have lots of discussions 

with employers concerning this issue. The answer will depend on your business 

sector, the market you operate in, where your customers are and so on.  

Many sales people like to be home based, rather than in the office. But the concern 

for many employers is “visibility” of sales staff. I’ve done my time as the “suit” who 

swans into the office once or twice a month – eyed with a mix of envy and suspicion 

from others in the business who are “chained” to their desks.  

Although what other staff think isn’t the main problem: I know a lot of sales 

managers and company owners who want to see that their sales staff are working – 

to be sure they’re not watching daytime TV or doing their shopping. For them that 

means having them in the office where they can be monitored. To make any remote 

working arrangement work requires trust, good management – and the right person 

in the role. 

Finally, you should be clear about what your sales proposition is – if you don’t know 

it, how can you expect someone else to buy into it and sell it on your behalf. So, do 

you know exactly what customers you want this person to target, do you know why 

they should buy from you (e.g. based on price, service, design, innovation, quality 

etc) and do you know why your new BDM should take the risk of joining you and 

then convince customers that your firm is the best choice in the market?  

Let’s say you hire Sally who has a great track record of winning new business with the 

customers you want. If Sally has been working with a well-established company with 

a great product, brilliant customer service and an effective marketing team that 

provides her a steady stream of qualified leads, how successful is she likely to be if 

you’re a new business, with little support and your leads consists of a phone book?  

Once you have clearly defined your offer you can begin to search for the ideal fit. 

I have seen many very good sales people, with great track records, fail in a new job 

because the expectations were wrong, the support was different from what they 

needed to succeed or any number of other factors that hadn’t been thought through 

on either side. Your chances of making a good appointment improve dramatically if 

you know what you want and how the role will work at the outset. 

If you’re just looking for someone to find £1m of additional revenue, you are likely to 

be disappointed. If you are realistic about your offer, your expectations and how you 

can best support your sales team, then if it’s commercially viable, you have every 

chance of finding and keeping effective sales people. 

 

https://bfpeople.com/
mailto:hello@bfpeople.com
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How do you recruit your sales 

staff? Through word of 

mouth? Using your LinkedIn 

network? Grabbing someone 

from a competitor who is 

“suddenly on the market”? Do 

you pick one from the bunch 

of CVs recruiters throw at you?  

Many of these have their 

place. Recommendations from people you trust are obviously a good source. But 

they’re often too rare to rely on. This is where your planning will pay dividends. By 

being clear about your requirement and your offer then you can more readily identify 

your target candidates – what they are likely to be doing now and where they will 

be? 

Good Business Development Managers are among the hardest population to recruit: 

everyone wants them and, in most sectors, there are few around who are very good. 

It’s not impossible to find them, but it does take effort. 

Most high performing sales people are working hard at doing their job well. They are 

focused on winning the next deal, providing great solutions to their customers, or 

looking at how they can develop themselves. If they are successful and being looked 

after by their current employer, they are unlikely to be actively looking for a job. 

Employers often tell me that they are surprised that they can’t find good people even 

though they are offering a good salary. Contrary to popular opinion, it is not just 

money that is important – job security, recognition, trust and support feature highly 

on the list of motivators for the best sales people I meet. As a result, they usually 

aren’t actively looking for a new job, but it doesn’t mean they won’t be open to a 

new opportunity. To tempt them away from this though, there has to be a significant 

“carrot” that will make your opportunity an attractive proposition and not just a risk.  

So be sure what your carrot is, and use it relentlessly in promoting your job – 

whether you use a recruiter, advertise the job yourself or utilise your network to find 

your candidates. It could be autonomy, a very prestigious customer base, a great 

incentive scheme, fantastic training, or that you have a unique widget that is new to 

the market. Your carrot will not appeal to all, but you want to attract the ones that 

Attracting candidates   

https://bfpeople.com/
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are excited by it. The serial poor performers won’t care about your carrot – they’ll just 

take your salary – but it’s crucial in attracting quality candidates. 

If you don’t use a third party to manage the recruitment process for you, then you 

should make sure that it is easy for potential candidates to show interest and apply. 

I’ve seen many campaigns fail because HR processes have insisted that application 

forms are completed at the start of a process, or because no one is available to 

answer early questions from curious, but cautious, potential candidates. When you’re 

looking for a rare commodity, you need to make the top of your funnel wide and free 

of obstacles.  

I make myself available after hours and at weekends to take calls from individuals 

who are “just looking for some information” and to meet good candidates. Many 

successful sales people are reluctant to put their heads over the parapet in the early 

stages, particularly in close-knit, incestuous industries. Many are concerned about 

being seen to be interested in opportunities with a competitor. So, short lines of 

communication to the head of sales or Managing Director who can answer initial 

queries and encourage good ones to follow through, and having no unnecessary 

hoops for people to jump through, will help build your candidate pool.  

 

 

Before you get to the interviews, 

you have to create a shortlist. This is 

where mistakes can easily be made. 

Despite all the help that is available 

to candidates, there are a lot of 

truly awful CVs that come into my 

offices. Putting aside the poor 

spelling and grammar, many just 

don’t give any real insight into what 

they actually do. Mostly, there’s 

nothing about the company they work for and so unless I know them I’m forced to 

do my own research. Then there’s often scant information about what the person has 

achieved in their role – CVs regularly only contain a list of responsibilities, and are 

more of a job description, which is of little interest to the recruiter. 

Shortlisting 

https://bfpeople.com/
mailto:hello@bfpeople.com
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Despite its formal Latin name, the Curriculum Vitae is not a legally binding document 

and unfortunately there are always plenty that are more fiction than autobiography. 

So where do you start in sorting the wheat from the chaff?  There is a growing 

concern about CV fraud – the number of applications made that have false or 

exaggerated experience and/or qualifications is increasing. I have written about CV 

Fraud in a blog on my firm’s website.  

If I’m reviewing applications, I form three self-explanatory piles: Yes, No and Maybe. 

And then depending on the numbers in the Yes and Maybe piles, I’ll review the 

“possibles” again.  

I have a simple rule: to give people the benefit of the doubt. I’ll interview anyone 

who looks like they might have something to offer. I can then make an informed 

decision once I’ve met them and had a chance to check their story. I’ve found plenty 

of hidden gems among the dreadful CVs. But then, I have the luxury of time: my 

clients pay me to kiss a lot of frogs to find the right person for them - you might not 

have that time available to spend. 

However, when preparing your shortlist to interview, try the following: 

See as many candidates as you can – you might throw the baby out with the bath 

water if you cull too many early on. 

Don’t make assumptions - “If he/she worked for XYZ Ltd then they must be 

good/terrible” is something I hear often. Similarly, don’t assume that someone who 

has had a few jobs in recent years is an obvious job-hopper. Most of us have had to 

make changes in our businesses in the last 10 years and some good companies have 

closed for reasons beyond their own control. As a result, I see a number of good 

people who have had a turbulent time lately. It doesn’t necessarily mean they are no 

good. However, there are many sales people who do move jobs quickly for the 

wrong reasons – but you need to keep an open mind about those reasons and push 

hard for answers at the interview – and see Tenure of BDMs below. 

Look for clues – refer to your “carrot”, what it is that you offer that’s different and 

look for clues in the application that might be a good match. For example, every 

sales applicant is “self-motivated” on their CV but how do they demonstrate that in 

their application?   

Tenure of BDMs 
One of the regular conversations I have with clients is about job-hoppers. What 

about candidates who have had several jobs in quick succession? Well, not jumping 

to conclusions is a good start, but you should proceed with caution. While writing 

https://bfpeople.com/
mailto:hello@bfpeople.com
http://bfpeo.pl/2wZqQ3c
http://bfpeo.pl/2wZqQ3c
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this booklet, I did some research using LinkedIn and our own data sources, looking at 

nearly 700,000 sales people and business development managers.   

I was interested in how long they had been with their current company and how this 

compared to the number of years of experience they have. The results are 

interesting: 

 

The chart above shows that there is a negligible number of people with less than 1 

year of work experience and less than 10% of the total have been working for less 

than 6 years.   

 

less than 1

0%

1 to 2 years

2%

3 to 5 years

7%

6 to 10 years

20%

10 + years

71%

Years of experience

less than 1 1 to 2 years 3 to 5 years 6 to 10 years 10 + years

less than 1

27%

1 to 2 years

26%

3 to 5 years

22%

6 to 10 years

15%

10 + years

10%

Years in current position

less than 1 1 to 2 years 3 to 5 years 6 to 10 years 10 + years
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But the interesting data shows that 53% have been in their current job for less than 

three years and 27%, the biggest sector of all, for less than a year. This highlights the 

“fluid” nature of the job. Some of your candidates, therefore, will have been in their 

role for a short time. This might be easily explainable – we’ve all made a bad career 

decision at some point – but if it’s happened more than once then it’s an area of 

potential concern.  

It usually takes a new salesperson at least 6 months to find their feet and to begin to 

perform – depending of course on the complexity of the product/service, your 

industry’s sales cycle and seasonal factors etc.   

So, if your candidates have been in their current job (or any of their jobs) for less 

than that, they have either made a bad move, or they are not performing and want 

out. As I’ve indicated above, there may be good reasons for a move – but you need 

to be sure of exactly why they are looking so soon. And if it’s a regular feature of 

their career, you need to know even more. 

But there’s more to it than this.. why is the tenure of sales people so poor? I 

compared the length of time in current job above with a more general UK 

professional working population (again using data from LinkedIn and our own 

database: 

The differences are striking: 61% of all professional staff have been in their current 

position for 6 years or more, compared to only 29% of sales people and BDMs. 

 

 

less than 1

13%

1 to 2 years

26%

3 to 5 years

25%

6 to 10 years

18%

10 + years

18%

Years in current position

less than 1 1 to 2 years 3 to 5 years 6 to 10 years 10 + years
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Part of it is explained, perhaps, by my own experience of interviewing thousands of 

sales people. Putting aside those who are looking because they are not performing, 

most of the sales candidates I meet have a gripe with the company they work for - 

and it often concerns promises that have not been kept. This might range from 

bonuses not materialising, changing the targets, changing the role from home based 

to office based, that their work and efforts are not being recognised – or simply 

because of bad management or poor leadership.  

There might not be many great sales people around, but not all the rest are terrible. 

Lots of decent performers leave because they are not looked after. Are you doing all 

you can to retain, encourage and grow those worth keeping? It might save you a lot 

of time, money and headache if you do.    

All the more reason to make sure you carefully plan and prepare for your interviews: 

be sure what you want, what you have to offer, how you will support your new sales 

person and how you will monitor and manage them. 

 

 

The interview 
“If only my sales people were as good as selling our product as they were at selling 

themselves at the interview.” It’s an all too common cry from employers I talk to. Most 

candidates are confident, positive and well-rehearsed at interview. They have great 

answers for all the tricky questions you are going to ask them, and they hit the 

obvious questions out of the park. Otherwise you wouldn’t hire them, right? 

In 20 years, I’ve rarely interviewed a sales person who has missed their targets, let 

down a customer or not given the job their all. Optimism and resilience are 

important characteristics in successful door openers, but sometimes the absolute 

truth is lost in the interview process.  

I’m not suggesting that all sales people are economical with the truth – but all of the 

really good ones I’ve interviewed are the exact opposite. But there are enough sharks 

and snake oil peddlers around in every industry sector to make you want to be sure 

you do your due diligence.  

Gathering the evidence 

https://bfpeople.com/
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"In looking for people to hire, you look for three qualities: 

integrity, intelligence, and energy. And if they don't have the 

first, the other two will kill you."  

 Warren Buffett 

As the interviewer, it’s wise to assume you are going to be sold to, and that 

candidates are going to be well-prepared for your answers. There is so much 

interview information available online for candidates, and so very little for employers, 

that the balance of power can often be skewed to start.  

You need to be (at least) as well-prepared for the interview as the candidates. This 

means that you must study their CV and career history very carefully and make notes 

on anything that is interesting or raises a question. 

Prepare good questions for all the things that are important to you. For BDMs, some 

of my key questions relate to: their sales vs targets; their sales process (especially for 

new business); what marketing (or other) support they have; how many other sales 

people are in the business – how do they compare; what is their daily, weekly and 

monthly activity and so on. 

And cover this ground for each of their sales jobs covering their last 10 years (or as 

far back as appropriate given their experience). You’ll want to know as much about 

their environment as possible: what motivates and demotivates them, what their boss 

is like, what type of customers are they successful (and less successful) with. Look for 

patterns that help you decide if your business and expectations are a good fit. 

Be consistent with your questions for all candidates so you can be sure that you are 

comparing like for like when reviewing later. 

Many employers I speak to are too easily persuaded by the confident candidate who 

tells a good story, or tells the interviewer what he/she wants to hear. Don’t be 

impressed by vague claims. Dig deep. And focus on the how they do it, as much as 

on the what they have done. 

This leads me to an important aspect of the interview – try and establish whether you 

are dealing with an extravert or introvert.  

Traditional interviews, and many interviewers, give extraverted candidates an 

advantage – they allow the candidates to talk about themselves and are often very 

“social” in style and format. But extraversion is not a great predictor of success in any 

https://bfpeople.com/
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role – even in sales. Introverts, on the other hand, can be overlooked in interviews as 

they don’t always have the same initial impact. But it is well-documented that 

introverts often make great sales people – they tend to be more thoughtful, better 

listeners and more likely to find innovative solutions for your customer. Dan Pink 

summed up one of the potential problems with extravert sales people. 

 “They can talk too much and listen too little, which dulls 

their understanding of others’ perspectives. They can fail to 

strike the proper balance between asserting and holding 

back, which can be read as pushy and drives people away.” 

Daniel H Pink, To Sell is Human   

As always, it’s horses for courses – what works for your company won’t necessarily 

work in another. But planning what you need and what might be most appropriate 

for your company, product or service, and customer base is important. 

A comprehensive interview for a sales person takes time – a quick 30 minutes chat 

won’t give you the information you need – but it is a crucial investment. You know 

what a bad sales hire will do for your business – it’s not just the lost money on salary, 

benefits, training etc, it can also cause reputation damage and lost customers.  

Be direct and ask clear questions about their performance, what they achieved and 

what they find difficult. Good candidates won’t hide the details – some bring payslips 

and supporting information to demonstrate what they have done. But do ask them 

for evidence. 

Don’t waste time on pointless questions, don’t ask candidates to sell you a pen 

(unless your business makes or sells pens) and always try to be wary of your 

unconscious biases: don’t let your initial impressions and prejudices, likes and 

dislikes, get in the way of making a good decision. 

I was once asked to sit on a panel making a key commercial appointment. The chair 

of the panel whispered to me as one candidate came in: “Ah. A big man in a big suit. 

He really looks the part. Just what we need!” Although his experience wasn’t the best 

and his technical knowledge was limited, the big man in a big suit was charming and 

engaging throughout, sailing through the relatively gentle questioning he received 

and he easily won over many of the interview panel. First impressions rather than 

sound interview technique won the day.  

https://bfpeople.com/
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Against my advice, he was appointed to the role – but his weaknesses became clear 

quickly once in the job. He didn’t last long and he proved to be an expensive mistake 

for the employer.   

As always, multiple perspectives are important. Make sure that others in the team get 

to meet the candidates – certainly when you’re down to the final few. But make sure 

those meetings are productive, not just a cosy chat. Give your colleagues specific 

questions to ask and things to look out for. This is good for you and the candidates – 

they’ll get a better feel for your business, culture and style. 

Many use the receptionist test – how did the candidates present themselves when 

they arrived – were they friendly, aloof etc. 

Some employers I know accompany candidates out to their car after an interview. 

Chad Knaus, the head of a NASCAR race team in the US explains why he does this for 

all his hires.  

“I don't care what kind of car they drive. Old, new, 

expensive, inexpensive... none of that matters at all. But I do 

care about whether they take care of their car. If food 

wrappers are lying on the seats... if the car isn't clean and 

well maintained... I figure if you don't take good care 

of your stuff, you aren't going to take good care of ours." 

Chad Knaus 

Whatever techniques you use, gather all the evidence you can. It always surprises me 

that companies will spend time and resources to create cost/benefit analyses and 

calculate return on investment times and amounts when buying machinery, but then 

make a snap decision when recruiting someone who might be just as expensive. 

Another way to gather evidence for your decision is to use psychometrics and 

assessment.       

https://bfpeople.com/
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Psychometrics & assessment 

"A person is like the moon, there's always the part of the 

moon that he won’t let the other see." 

Anon 

The problem with all interviews is that they are subjective – we tend to make 

decisions based on our view of the world and our opinions, not necessarily the 

evidence. Consider sport and politics for example, and how the same things are 

viewed differently by people. While some admire Donald Trump, or voted for Brexit, 

or think that [insert your favourite sports team] is the best, there are others who 

think very differently even though the facts about all those things are clear to all. 

It’s the same with candidates – I’ve sat on enough interview panels to know that 

people can have very different opinions on a candidate, even when they have all just 

taken part in the same interview process.  

Psychometrics and assessment bring objectivity to the process – and can also help to 

give confidence that the candidate has some of the qualities you are seeking, and 

that they claim to possess. 

But beware: not all psychometrics are created equal. Some are as useful as a Cosmo 

Quiz, or as good at predicting performance as basing a decision on your candidate’s 

star sign. Many heavily-sold questionnaires are easy to fake – and easy for candidates 

to spot the answers that are likely to show the desired characteristics. 

If your view is that you just want a sales person with the “gift of the gab” and a thick 

enough skin to make calls all day and take the rejection, psychometrics can definitely 

help. But they are most useful in gaining an insight into the qualities, temperament 

and style that will make candidates a good fit for your job and organisation.  

Getting the most out of psychometrics and assessment requires a clear 

understanding of the role, the environment and everything else considered at the 

start of the planning process. With a clear picture of that, someone with broad 

experience of psychometrics will recommend the best tools for the job, conduct 

feedback interviews with candidates and then report on the results. This report 

should outline key points about your candidate’s working style, likely behaviour, key 

motivators and drivers, fit for the role and your business, potential weaknesses, how 

they respond to pressure and stress, and advice on how to manage them. Surely that 

is something worth knowing about your future hires? 
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Used wisely, psychometrics can add a great deal to inform your final interview 

questions, help you to make an informed recruitment decision and provide valuable 

information for onboarding and managing your successful candidate. 

Something worth mentioning here is that a good assessment process, and a good 

assessor, can help you identify sales potential among your own existing staff. Many 

highly effective sales people have been given the opportunity while working in other 

roles in their business. Before you spend lots of money going out to the market for a 

new sales person, consider whether you can identify and develop your home-grown 

talent. They tend to be more knowledgeable and can be more loyal than those 

brought in from other companies.    

References 
In recent years, standard employer references have become virtually worthless. Most 

companies have a policy of providing the minimum factual information – dates of 

employment, job titles and salary – when asked to provide a reference.  

What’s more, candidates are only likely to offer referees who they know will say good 

things about them. 

My own experience shows that there’s no fool proof method of always obtaining 

meaningful references but there are some things you can do to improve your 

chances.  

Make it clear in the final interview that you will be taking up references with all the 

candidate’s previous line managers before making an offer. My advice is always to 

only take up references on the people you do want to hire. Ask them to give you the 

name and contact details of those managers. Some I know, tell candidates at the 

start of the recruitment process that the final part will be for the candidate to arrange 

a phone call with their previous line managers.  

This approach is not always welcomed by candidates – and not always productive 

due to the reasons above. But a manager’s perspective on your candidate can be 

invaluable if you ask the right questions in the right way. 

As always, preparation is key. What do you want to know? What do you want to 

verify from the information given to you in the interviews? I get the best results from 

line manager referees when explaining that we are considering making an offer to 

the candidate and that their viewpoint is important in finalising that decision.  

Be complimentary about the candidate, not accusatory. Start with fact checking 

dates, job roles etc and then move to the key points. Describe the job and what your 
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expectations are from the candidate. Ask questions such as “What aspect of that will 

play to Sally’s strengths?” and “What part of that might be difficult for Sally?” 

Ask open-ended questions: “how much of Sally’s sales came from new customers?” 

or “How did Sally find new customers?” or “How did Sally compare with your other 

sales staff?” Then compare the referee’s responses to what Sally told you in the 

interview.  

At all times in the reference call you should be seeking to validate the candidate’s 

claimed achievements and to learn about their style, strengths and development 

requirements. Ask questions that let the referee speak and don’t interrupt if they are 

speaking – you might be surprised what you learn from this. 

As the conversation develops, and if the referee opens up, then you can begin to ask 

more direct questions: “What did customers and colleagues think of Sally?”, “Is she 

good at keeping calm under pressure?” And then ask for examples to illustrate their 

answer. 

The reference call often serves to confirm your feelings and thoughts about the 

candidate you are interested in. But, if there are discrepancies or questions that arise, 

then follow these through with the candidate before making an offer.  

Formal background checking 
A stage beyond taking up references, is to conduct a thorough background check. 

This is usually managed by a third-party organisation. These services check 

qualifications, employment history, driving licence validity and, where appropriate, 

disclosure and criminal record checks. 

This may seem excessive. But I know of one creative agency that hired an account 

director who approached them while he was working at another agency. Although he 

had brought in a copy of his driving licence, it was discovered months later that this 

was a forged document and he had been banned from driving. He was only found 

out when he crashed his company car on the way home from work. The financial 

implications for the company were significant! A small investment in pre-

employment background checks would have avoided this situation.  
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Once you have found your perfect candidate you need to plan to welcome and keep 

them. Again, this about preparation. Start with the end in mind. Considering what 

you want them to do, what do they need from you to make sure that happens most 

effectively? What do they need to know? What do they need to do and what 

equipment do they need? Making sure that vital tools (phone, computers, email/CRM 

access, car etc) are available at the beginning is important. 

Too many organisations fail to invest time at the beginning. Make sure that all key 

colleagues (in all relevant departments) are prepped and get to spend time with the 

new sales person. You probably worked hard to make a good impression during the 

interviews so don’t drop the ball when they start. The first days and weeks are critical 

– if your new staff member gets a bad feeling then, it’s not likely to change. 

It’s important that you take responsibility for their success. There are few who can 

walk in and hit the ground running without help. You don’t need to hold their hand 

constantly or spoon feed them, but you should regularly check that they have all they 

need and that they can speak up if they don’t have something. 

Hire people who are better than you are, then leave them to 

get on with it. Look for people who will aim for the 

remarkable, who will not settle for the routine.  

David Ogilvy 

Although I agree with much of the above sentiment from David Ogilvy, you need to 

strike the balance between leaving them to get on with it and providing appropriate 

support – until they can stand on their own feet. Then leave them alone.  

I once sat with an employer (not a client at that time!) who was complaining about a 

sales person he had hired 4 months earlier. “We’ve hardly seen him since the first 

couple of days” he said. “And he’s not made any sales” he went on. I asked for some 

details about the new hire and went on to make some checks of my own. I quickly 

learned that he had two sales jobs, both “working” from home – receiving two 

salaries and two company cars. This really is a true story! 

The first 90 days and retention 
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This lack of leadership and performance management isn’t totally unique. I’ve seen 

other examples. So you need to monitor activity and performance closely – and make 

sure you recognise and reward success. In most cases, if the sales person is doing the 

right things – and enough of them – then it should lead to success.  

The first 90 days are crucial to the success of any new appointments. They set the 

scene and tone for the rest of the relationship between employer and employee. In 

most cases, it takes at least this long for a new sales person to find their feet – and 

often longer to start performing. 

Make sure expectations are clear and keep communicating. Coaching can be a very 

effective tool to increase to the chances of success. If there is no-one capable in the 

business to coach or mentor your new people, consider hiring an external expert. It 

can make a world of difference in making an average performer much more effective. 

Get it wrong and the best sales person in the sector can easily fail. 

Remember that most sales people who are not failing complain at interview that they 

are not appreciated or looked after well enough by their employer. If your sales 

people are responsible for putting the bread on your table, are you doing the right 

things to keep them. What is the price of them leaving? 

 

There are more than a few that I meet who 

think that sales people are lazy, dishonest, 

overpaid and overrated.  

If, as in most population groups, 5-10% are 

brilliant and 5-10% are dreadful, that leaves a 

lot of people in the middle area that could go 

either way in the right, or wrong, environment 

and given the right, or wrong, support. 

If you believe that most people inherently want 

to do a good job at work, you have every opportunity to find and develop great sales 

performers from among that middle 80-90%. But it doesn’t happen overnight. The 

best sales people are made, not born. They thrive in an environment that gives them 

the tools they need and allows them to make the most of their skills. 

Conclusion and checklist 
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Get it right and you’ll have a resource that is extremely valuable – and sales staff that 

are among those few who tell people like me that they are not interested in other 

opportunities.  

To end this booklet, here are is a checklist of things to help you to get it right every 

time: 

 Planning for every stage of the recruitment process is essential 

 Be clear about what type of sales person (e.g. Hunter or Farmer) and what 

type of sales process (e.g. cold calling or social selling) is best 

 Clarify your sales proposition and how you will support your sales staff 

 Articulate your expectations – targets, activity levels, remuneration and 

incentives, working location etc – and stick to them 

 Great sales people are among the hardest to recruit. Understand what your 

“carrot” is – what will attract a good sales person to leave their current job to 

work for you? 

 Shortlist as many candidates as you can afford to see – you might miss a star 

 Don’t dismiss job hoppers without considering the facts 

 Be aware of biases and discrimination  

 Thoroughly prepare for interviews and ask the right questions 

 Ask for evidence to support their CV and interview answers 

 Gain multiple perspectives – involve colleagues into the interview process 

 Consider whether psychometric assessment will add value 

 Conduct reference calls with previous line managers and consider background 

checks if appropriate 

 Make sure you have a solid induction plan and all equipment and information 

is ready 

 Again, make sure your expectations are clear – keep lines of communication 

open and monitor activity and performance 

 Tackle issues quickly, but be realistic about your own expectations 

 A good sales person is a valuable asset to your business. Nurture it and look 

after it – it will pay dividends 
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